QUIZ 4B: Subject Pronouns and Object Pronouns

Rewrite the sentences using PRONOUNS to replace the underlined words. Follow the examples.

**Peter** has a nice bicycle.

He has a nice bicycle.

Laura is playing basketball with **Roger**.

Laura is playing basketball with him.

1. **My friends and I** speak English very well.

2. **Camila** is my best friend.

3. **My brother and I** like to play basketball.

4. The teacher is explaining the new topic to **Andrew and Henry**.

5. **Sandra and Carolina** are studying in the library.

6. **My mother is cooking some food for my father and my sister**.

7. Veronica is going to give a surprise to **Gina, Betty and me**.

8. Jenny is talking on the phone with **Andrea**.

9. Please, put **your soccer ball** in your closet.

10. Julian always plays tennis with **Carlos and me**.